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Policy Document for Green Campus 

The Institute adopts the following practices towards establishment and maintenance of 

green campus. 

Maintenance of Greenery 

Encourage plantation of medicinal plants, flowering trees etc., and ensuring proper 
maintenance of the same by motivating all the faculty to participate in the program "Adopta 
Plant" so that a regular close watch can be done to maintain all the trees. Classify all the 
trees and tag with proper signage boards for awareness among faculty and students of the 

campus. 

Regular watering, pruning of the lawn and plants is facilitated. Implement removal of 
yard waste and disposal into the compost pits located in the campus. 

Water Management: 
Effective rainwaterharvesting and reuse of rejected water from Mineral Water plant is 

practiced to resolve and manage probable water scarcity problems in future. 

Regular inspection of taps is taken up for draining and repair immediately to avoid 
loss of potable water. 

Effective water management through drip pipelines, and recycling of drainage and 
rainwater is promoted. 

Waste Management 

Awareness is spread amongst society about the waste management for the 
ecosystem and methods for its disposal. 

Segregation of waste at the source will be executed at all the departments and their 
laboratories, and canteen. Appropriate bins coloured in blue, and green are placed at every 
feasible location to collect recyclable and wet waste in the campus. Wet waste is sent for 
composting in the open compost pits using aerobic methods. 



Renewable Energy: 

Promotion of awareness improvement about renewable energy. 

Promotion of adaptation of solar power equipment/ converters. 

Adoption and promotion of power saving electrical equipment. 

Plastic Ban Policy 

To conduct awareness programs about "Ban on Plastic". Alternate solutions will be 

adopted to avoid plastic usage and disposal in the campus. Any inevitably generated plastic 

waste in the campus will be sent to recycling through "Urban Rebox IT Pvt. Ltd.," The 

principles of Refuse and Reuse will be promoted for elimination of usage of plastic in the 

institution. 

PRINCIPAL 
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